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1. Introduction

operations

Single-item broadcast.
k-item broadcast.
l Prefix.
l 2D prefix.
l
Sorting P elements, where P is the number of processors.
l Duplication.
The problems are formally described at the head of
each section.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the BSP model and introduces some terminology used in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we
present BSP algorithms for the broadcast and reduction operations. In Section 4 we describe a sorting algorithm for the BSP model that achieves reasonable
performance even if the number of values to be sorted
equals the number of processors. A BSP algorithm for
duplication is presented in Section 5, and concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.
l

l

Current programming practice for parallel computers is based on carefully matching a problem to the
interconnection
topology of the target architecture. As
a result, parallel software is not portable in any serious sense. Therefore, a major goal in contemporary computer science is to identify an intermediate
model of parallel computation that captures the essential features of most current and foreseeable architectures. Valiant has called a model of this kind a “bridging model” [ lo], and proposed the Bulk-Synchronous
Parallel
(BsP) model as a viable candidate for this
role. The BSP model is based on two parameters g and
Z_.that characterize the hardware of a machine. L > 1
is the synchronization
periodicity and 1 < g < L is
the communication
throughput ratio.
A systematic study of BSP algorithms remains to be
done. Some examples of BSP algorithms are given in
[ 4,5,8, IO]. This paper extends that work by studying a
set of communication
primitives that have been found
useful when implementing
scientific and engineering
applications. In particular, we consider the following
basic problems:
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2. The model
The Bulk-Synchronous
Parallel ( BSP) model [ lo]
(see also [ 111, where it is called the XPRAM) consists
of the following attributes:
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A set of processor/memory
pairs.
A router or communication
network that delivers
messages point-to-point.
l Facilities
to barrier synchronize all or a subset of
the nodes.
A program written for a BSP computer operates in
supersteps. In each superstep, each processor can perform local operations on data present in its local memory, send some messages and receive some messages.
After each period of L time units, a global check is
made to determine whether the processors have completed the current superstep. If they have, they proceed
to the next superstep. Otherwise, the next period of
L time units is devoted to the current superstep. The
performance of a BSP computer is determined by the
following parameters:
l The number
of processors P.
l The
synchronization
periodicity L, which is the
number of time units between successive barrier
synchronizations.
l The bandwidth
factor g, which is defined as the
ratio of local operations performed by all processors
in one time unit to the total number of messages
delivered by the router in one time unit.
For simplicity, we will assume in this paper that every superstep is either purely computation or purely
communication.
A BSP program then consists of a
sequence of computation phases, with the necessary
communications
taking place between phases. As long
as a processor does not communicate with other processors, it can execute code independently
from the
other processors. When processors communicate,
a
processor may not know how many messages it is due
to receive, and thus it cannot know whether it can
proceed safely. Consequently, every communication
phase must be followed by a barrier synchronization at
which point the memory accesses take effect. A similar
mechanism has been implemented in the CM-5 [ 71.
The cost of a superstep S is determined as follows.
If S is a computation step, then the cost of S is simply
the maximum number w of local computation steps
executed by any processor. A communication
superstep is charged as follows. Let an h-relation denote
the communication
pattern in which each processor
sends and receives at most h messages. All messages
are assumed to be of small constant size. A communication step is viewed as an h-relation and its cost
is g . h + L. (In the original BSP model, the cost of
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Fig. I. Broadcast
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of the pivot row in LU decomposition.

S is max{w, L, g . h}. Our cost definition is between
one and three times the cost in the original model, and
avoids the use of max functions in complexity analysis.)

3. Broadcast and reduction
Broadcast is an important primitive in many parallel applications. For example, broadcasting the pivot
row to all other processors is a basic substep in LU decomposition (see Fig. 1). Some parallel architectures
have dedicated hardware to support broadcasting, but
the BSP model assumes no such capabilities and a
broadcast operation must be realized using point-topoint message transmission. We consider the following broadcast operations:
l A single-item broadcast in which a single data item
needs to be sent from a single source to all other
processors.
l A k-item broadcast in which multiple
data items
need to be sent from a single source to all other
processors.
A BSP algorithm for a single-item broadcast was described in [ 51. The algorithm executes a d-ary tree,
for some d >, 2. The height of the tree is log, P. During the Ith superstep, 0 < I < log, P, the processors
at level 1 of the tree make d copies of the broadcast
item and send one copy to each of their children. The
total communication time can be seen to be
O((g.d+L)
The asymptotic
d = min{L/g,

.10&P).
complexity is minimized
P}. The communication

by setting
time will
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’
O( L . log

k single-item broadcast operations in sequence.
This approach, however, will not fully utilize the bandwidth of the communication
system. A better strategy
is to spread the broadcast items as equally as possible
among the P processors before replicating each item.
Let the broadcast items be denoted mo, ml,. . , mk_1.

Fig. 2. k-item broadcast

Algorithm 2D-BCAST(
P).
There
two cases
(1) If k 2 P, then the items are transmitted to every
other processor in two supersteps.
i. Processor 0 keeps items mc, ml, . . ., m[k/p] -1 to
itself and sends items ml, [k/P1 < j < k, to
the processor with ID j div[k/P].
In this step,
a k - [k/P1 < k-relation needs to be realized.
Time O(g . k + L) is needed for this.
ii Each processor makes P - 1 copies of every item
it received in the previous superstep and sends a
copy to every other processor. In this step, no processor receives more than k messages and each
processor sends at most [k/P]
(P - 1) < 2. k
messages, for a total BSP cost of 0( g . k + L)
(2) If k < P, the algorithm consists of three phases.
Without loss of generality, assume that a = P/k
is an integer. If a is not an integer, we can make
it so by adding at most k - 1 dummy elements.
i. Processor 0 transmits item mj, 1 6 j < k, to the
processor with ID j . Q. The cost of this step is
O(g.k+L).
ii. Processor j . a, 0 < j < k, replicates the
element
it just received to the processors
j. a + l,...,(j
+ 1) . a - 1 by using the
single-item
broadcast operation. This step requires 0( L. log( P/k) / log( L/g) ) time; see the
analysis of a single-item broadcast.
...
Each
processor j, 0 < j < P, sends its item
111.
to each processor that is congruent to j( mod a).
This also takes O(g k + L) time.

’ We use the notation

log x to denote max{

1,log, x}.

operation,

k < P

An example is given in Fig. 2. From the analysis
accompanying the description of the algorithm it can
be seen that in both cases the communication
time is
O(g . k + L . log P/ log( L/g) ) .
Note that this result is clearly optimal as n (g . k + L)
time is needed to disperse the k items from the source
node, and n (L . log P/ log( L/g) ) time is needed for
a single-item broadcast.
Let @ be an associative operator over a domain D.
The prefix sums (also called scan) problem is defined
as follows. Given an array A [0 : P - l] such that
processor i initially contains the element A[i], it is
required to compute the sums
S[i] =A[O] $A[l]

@..s$A[i]

for i = 0,. . . , P - 1. The parallel prefix algorithm
given in [lo] can also be thought of as executing a
d-ary tree for some d 2 2. The algorithm proceeds
in two stages, first upward from the leaves to the root
and then back to the leaves. The entire algorithm has
computation time

O(d. log, P),
and communication

time

O((g.d+L).log,P).
Again, the running time is minimized by choosing d =
min{l/g,
P}. The total BSP cost of a parallel prefix
will then be

w /!#. logp/ log( L/&T)1.
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The 2D prefix operation applies the prefix computation to each row of a k x P matrix A[0 : k - 1,
0 : P - I], where each processor holds one column of the matrix. Many network implementations use
pipelining to obtain an efficient 2D algorithm. With
this technique, a new prefix operation is initiated at
every round; while level 1 of the tree sends its results
to level I - 1, the partial sums of the next prefix are
moved from level I+ 1 to level 1. If this technique is
applied to a P-processor BSP, the communication cost
will be
O((g.d+L).
=O(L.

(k+log,P))
(k+logP/log(L/g))).

In order to obtain an efficient 2D parallel prefix algorithm we will first transpose the k x P matrix A from
row major order to column major order. For simplicity, we will assume that k = 2”’ for some integer m,
although this is not essential. Thus either k divides P
or P divides k. The algorithm is given next.
Algorithm 2D-PREHX( k, P).
Again, there are two cases
(1) If k 2 P, then the algorithm consists of the following three steps.
j sends A[i,j],
1. For all j, 0 6 j < P, processor
0 < i < k, to the processor with ID (i P +
j) div k. After this step, processor i will contain
all elements pertaining to the rows i. k/P, i. k/P
(i + 1) . k/P - 1. The BSP cost of this
+1,...,
step is 0( g . k + 15).
ii. Each processor performs a prefix operation on
every row it contains. This step requires O(k)
local operations.
...
111. Route all prefix sums to the correct output location.I.e.,letS[i,jJ
=A[i,O]@A[i,l]@...@
A[ i, j] for 0 < i < k and 0 6 j < P. Send
S[ i, j] to processor j. As step (i), this also takes
O(g . k + L) time.
If k < P, then there are six steps.
(2)
i. For all j, 0 < j < P, processor j sends A [ i, j] ,
0 < i < k, to the processor with ID (i . P +
j) div k. Let q = P/k, xi = idiv q and yi =
i mod q. After this step, processor i will contain the elements {A [ r, t] ) r = xi A yi . k <
t < (yi + 1) . k}. The BSP cost of this step is
O(g. k+L).

ii. Each processor performs a prefix operation on the
elements it contains. This step takes O(k) local
operations.
...
111. Let Ai( jl : j2) denote the partial sum A [ i, jl] @
. . ’ $ A [ i, j2]. For every processor i, let bi =
A,(yi . k : (vi + 1) . k - 1). Execute a prefix operation on the his of each interval of P/k
consecutive processors. This step requires 0( L .
log( P/k) / log( L/g) ) time.
iv. Every processor i, unless its ID is congruent to
P/k - 1 (mod P/k), sends the result of the previous step to processor i + 1. This takes 0( Z,) time.
adds the element it just received
V. Every processor
(if any) to each element it contains. As Step (ii),
this takes O(k) local operations.
vi. Route all prefix sums to their correct output location, which takes O(g . k + L) time.
If k is not a power of 2, then we can expand the
matrix A to an 2f’Oskl x P matrix B such that B [ i, j] =
A[i, j] for 0 < i < 2”‘skl and 0 < j < P, and
B [ i, j] is arbitrary otherwise. This will increase the
number of elements in each processor by at most a
factor of 2, and affects the running time only by a
constant factor. From the analysis accompanying
the
description of algorithm 2D-PRECHX, it can be seen
that the total BSP cost in both cases is
O(g.k+L-logP/log(L/g)),
which is clearly an improvement (by a factor of L/g)
over the pipelined implementation
described earlier.
To see that this result is optimal consider the copy operator defined as x @ y = x for all X, y E D. The 2D
prefix operation with the copy operator can be used to
broadcast k items from processor 0 to all other processors. Thus, a lower bound for the k-item broadcast
problem implies a lower bound for the 2D prefix operation.

4. Sorting
Many parallel sorting algorithms rely upon efficient
algorithms for sorting P keys. Algorithms for sorting
N keys on a P-processor BSP computer were presented
before in [ 5,101, These algorithms are optimal when
N is sufficiently larger than P, but for the case N =
P they do not perform very well. In this section we
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Fig. 3. Simulating a merge stage on a P-processor BSP computer, where P = 16 and L/g = 4. A shaded node designates a comparator in
which the minimum of two keys is selected. Nodes in the shape of a box are simulated by processor 0. Processor 12 simulates the nodes
that have the shape of a diamond.

describe a BSP sorting algorithm based on Batcher’s
bitonic sort [ 21 that achieves reasonable performance
even if the number of keys to be sorted equals the number of processors. Bitonic sort performs log P merge
stages, and the ith merge stage, 1 6 i < log P, consists
of i merge steps. The communication
structure in each
merge stage resembles a butterfly of log P levels and
P columns. A direct implementation
of bitonic sort
on a P-processor BSP computer takes 0( L . log2 P)
time. However, when L is large compared to g as in
most current parallel architectures, this is not a very
efficient solution.
To obtain a faster sorting algorithm the following
strategy is applied. In each merge stage, O( log( L/g) )
consecutive levels of comparators are melted together.
To simulate these ,levels each processor has to send
and receive 0( L/g) messages, which can be done in
one superstep with communication
cost O(L). Furthermore, the computation cost in each superstep is
bounded by 0( L/g) ; each processor has to simulate
0( L/g) comparators from the first of 0( log( L/g) )
consecutive levels, 0( L/( 2’g) ) from the second level
and so on. An example is given in Fig. 3. The described procedure reduces the depth of each merge
stage by a factor of 0( log( L/g) ) . Therefore, the total
BSP complexity is given by
O( L *log2 P/ log( L/g) ) .
Note

that most comparators

are simulated

by several

processors. This might seem redundant at first since
the same communication
cost can be achieved by observing that a butterfly of log P levels and P columns
can be represented by log P/ log( L/g) stages, where
each stage consists of P/( L/g) independent butterfly
graphs of log( L/g) levels and L/g columns (see for
example [ 1] ) . In this case, only g. P/L processors are
used. However, each processor now has to simulate
(L/g) . bid L/g) comparators in each superstep and
the communication
time O(L) will not dominate the
computation cost O( (L/g) . log( L/g) ) unless g 2
log( L/g).

5. Duplication
Given N items dt , dp, . . . , dN, initially equally distributed over P processors. The duplicate operation
produces di.c copies of each item di, where di.c is a
tag associated with di. Let M = Cf, di.c be the resulting total number of elements and let Mi denote the
sum of the tags of the items in processor i, 0 6 i <
P. We will require that after duplication each processor contains M/P elements. This operation was first
introduced by Schwartz [9] and was also considered
in [3].
The basic idea of our algorithm is to equally distribute the work among the P processors such that
each processor has to make M/P duplicates. Without
loss of generality we will assume that M/P is an in-
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Fig. 4. Illustrating the steps of the duplication algorithm.

teger. If M/P is not an integer, we can make it so by
adding exactly one dummy item. The algorithm combines techniques from [ 31 and [ 61.
For 0 6 i < P, let li and ri be integers such that
li.M/P6C~~Mj<(li+l).M/Pandri’M/P<
C:, Mj 6 (ri + 1) . M/P. Processor i will distribute
its items over li, . . .,ri. An example is given in Fig. 4
in which P = 8, N = 16 and M = 40. Note that it
may be necessary to split an item into several items,
which might increase the number of messages sent or
received by any processor. However, no processor will
receive more than M/P messages.
Algorithm DUPLICATE( P) .
(1) Each processor i, 0 < i < P, computes Mi. This
step takes 0( N/P) local operations.
(2) For each i, 0 < i < P, compute li, ri and M/P.
This can be done in 0( L. log P/ log( L/g) ) time
using three applications of the prefix operation.
(3) Let io, il,. . .,ik be the processors such that li, + 1 <
ri, - 1. In this step, processor ij distributes its
items over Zi,+ I ,. . ., r-i,- 1 such that each of these
processors will have to make M/P duplicates.
This will be done in the following five steps.
i. Let qij = ri, - Ii, - 1 and note that qi, . M/P <
Mi,. For a set of items S, let sum(S) = CdES d.c.
In this step, each ij forms a set of items Si, such
that sum( S, ) = qi, . M/P. This can be done as
follows. Starting with an empty set, ij adds items
to Sij until sum( Sij > is equal to or greater than qij.
M/P. If sum( Si,) > qi, . M/P, then the last item
added to Sij can be split into two such that one

of them makes sum ( Si, ) equal to qi, . M/P. This
will increase the number of items in ij by at most
one. This step takes O( N/P) local operations.
ii. Each processor ij sends the items belonging to
Si, to li, + 1. Because ISi, 1 6 N/P, the BSP cost
of this step is O(g . N/P + L) .
...
111. Processor Zi,+ 1 broadcasts the 0( N/P) items it
has just received to the processors Ii, + 1,. . ., r;, 1. This is an O( N/P)-item
broadcast operation
and requires O( g . N/P + L . log P/ log( L/g) )
time.
iv. Each processor Z;, + 1 broadcasts the value li, + 1
to the processors Ei, + I,. . ., ri, - 1. This step
takes 0( L . log P/ log( L/g) ) time.
the value received in the previous step,
V. Using
each processor can determine the elements that
were destined for it in 0( N/P) local operations.
The other elements can be discarded.
(4) Each processor i distributes its remaining items
over li, and ri, such that Ii, and ri, will have to
make (Zi + 1) +M/P - x:-,’ Mj and C&, Mj ri. M/P duplicates, respectively. Again, this may
require splitting an item into two. In this step,
each processor will receive at most M/P messages and no processor sends more than N/P - 1
messages. Therefore, the communication
cost of
this step is O( g . M/P + L) .
The total BSP cost can be seen to be

O(g . M/f’ + L . log P/ lw(L/g)
regardless of the Mis.
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BSPComplexity

Problem
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k-item broadeast /

O(g.

k + L. logP/ WW)

2D D&X

O(L . log2 P/

sortiig

Duplication

log(L/d)

O(g M/P + L . log P/ log(L/g))
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PI

Hypercube

O(M/P

+ log’ P/log log P)

Butter&-

OufIP

.

ion P + Ion PJ

Mesh
Fig. 5. Table of results.

6. Concluding

remarks

The values of g and L that can be obtained in practice depend on ( 1) the network topology, (2) the routing algorithm and (3) technological factors such as
the channel capacities and the network cycle time. In
asymptotic terms, the following values for g and L can
be expected.
Network
Hypercube
Butterfly
Mesh

L

g
O(l)
O(logP)
O(G)

O(logP)
O(logP)
00)

Here, we assume a hypercube with all-port communication, i.e., in one step the processors can send a
message to all their neighbors. We will now substitute
these typical values of g and L in the BSP complexity of the operations considered in this paper in order
to obtain more concrete results. The result of that is
summarized in Fig. 5.
In comparison, it is possible to perform a singleitem broadcast/prefix
operation on a P-processor hypercube in O(logP)
time. In this case, there is a gap
of log P/ log log P between the network implementation and the BSP implementation,
In general, a single communication
step of the network model can be

simulated on the BSP model in time 6 L. On a hypercube, the k-item broadcasU2D prefix implementation given in this paper takes 0( k + log* P/ log log P)
time. On the other hand, k prefix operations can be
implemented to run in 0( k + log P) time on a Pprocessor hypercube. Thus, the BSP implementation
is optimal (up to a constant factor) provided that k 2
c . log* P/ log log P for some constant c. For the butterfly and mesh families of networks, the algorithms
given in this paper do not perform very well. This is
because L/g = O( 1) on these types of architectures.
It should be noted also that for most problems we have
considered the single element per processor case. If
these problems are scaled appropriately, an increase
in performance will result.
Some generalities are beginning to emerge. For example, in some cases (broadcast, sorting) we have
employed the fact that L/g-relations
can be realized
essentially as fast as l-relations. Another important
observation is that techniques that work well on network models of parallel computation, such as pipelining prefix computations on the hypercube and shuffleexchange families of networks, do not behave equally
well on the BSP model. This is because these computations only require neighbor communication
on
these types of networks, whereas the BSP model does
not differentiate between nearby and remote processors.
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